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Notes for Course Leaders 

 This is a toolkit for your own course 

 It provides points for discussion rather 
than lectures. 

 You may wish to introduce your own 
examples of good practice 

 A lecture by Jeff French on creative 
communication for health may be used as 
the basis for a further session on a related 
topic. It can be accessed here 

Creative Communications for Health.ppt


Leading social marketing for health: 

Agenda 
 Introduction and learning objectives 30 mins 

 Key concepts discussion 40 mins 

 Coffee 15 mins 

 National Case study   60 mins 

 Feedback discussion 30 mins 

 Lunch 45 mins 

 Thoughts on leading social marketing 20 minutes 

 Local case study part 1  40 mins 

 Case study part 2 40 mins  

 Coffee 15 mins 

 Feedback discussion 30 mins 

 Reflections and Feedback 20 mins 



Introduction 

 In introducing yourself please say what you 

understand by social marketing for health? 

 Can you give an example of your experience in 

this field? 

 Can you think of an example of social 

marketing that has affected your behaviour? 

 

 



Learning objectives 

 The group learning objective is to 

 Develop a common understanding of how to 

approach social marketing for health and to 

think about how to lead in this field. 

 What particular questions about your own 

understanding and behaviour in this field 

do you want to examine. 

 Please write down your personal learning 

objectives for the session. 



Social marketing 

 A process to develop implement and evaluate 

and control behaviour change programs. 

 Kotler and Adreasen define it as: 

 The adaptation of commercial marketing technologies 

to the analysis, planning, execution and evaluation of 

programs designed to influence the behaviour of 

target audiences in order to improve their physical 

and mental well-being and or that of the society of 

which they are a part 



Social Marketing is important for 

Health Leaders 

 Understanding and influencing politicians, 

funders, staff, users and the public are key 

components of a health leaders role 

 Social marketing can assist in discovering the 

needs of these groups and help to meet them 

 Discuss why social marketing is important for 

you as a health leader 



Social Marketing 

 Takes a consumer orientation, it is 

consumer driven not expert driven 

 Success will come to the organisation that 

best determines the perceptions, needs 

and wants of target markets and satisfies 

them through the design, communication, 

pricing and delivery of appropriate, 

competitive, and visible offerings. 



The concept of  

Voluntary Exchange 
 Individuals groups organisations etc have 

resources which they are willing to 
exchange for perceived benefits 

 Marketing facilitates the exchange by 
providing consumers with benefits they 
value as being worth the cost. 

 Social Marketing concentrates on tailoring 
programs to serve target group needs 



Ten key marketing concepts 
Solomon (1989) 

 Marketing philosophy 

 The marketing mix 

 A hierarchy of communication effects 

 Audience segmentation 

 Understanding relevant markets 

 Information and rapid feedback systems 

 Interpersonal and mass media interactions 

 Utilization of commercial resources 

 Understanding the competition 

 Expectations of success 



Social Marketing 

 Concentrates on tailoring programs to 

serve the needs of defined groups 

 It is most effective when it is implemented 

as a systematic continuous process driven 

at every stage by research. 

 There are six stages: 



Social Marketing 

1. Planning and strategy 

2. Selecting channels and materials 

3. Developing materials and pre-testing 

4. Implementation 

5. Assessing Effectiveness 

6. Feedback to refine program 



Social Marketing 

 The need to understand the levers 

 What drives and maintains current behaviour ? 

 What leavers might change behaviour ? 

 What drives, facilitates and maintains  
intermediaries, channels of distribution and 
communication 

 What the competition are doing including 
‘friendly’ competitors such as employees or 
others service providers. 



Social Marketing 

 Part of consumer analysis is to divide or 

segment the population into defined sub 

groups 

 Planning involves identifying clear realistic 

measurable objectives that also fit with the 

organisations mission and resources. 

 



American Healthy Lifestyles 

Audience Segmentation Project  
(Kotler et al 2002) 

 Decent do-little    24% 

 Active attractive   13% 

 Hard living hedonists  6% 

 Tense but trying   10% 

 Non-interested nihilists  7% 

 Physical fantastic   24% 

 Passively Healthy   15% 



 Marketing 4 Ps 
 For each population segment selected one must 

plan a distinctive ‘Marketing Mix’ of : 

 Product : is the program and or action you are 
encouraging 

 Price: included both tangible and intangible costs 
of engaging in action 

 Place ( Distribution) involves the location or 
system for getting the program, product or action 
to consumers 

 Promotion ( Communication) involves all 
strategies to promote the program or action and 
inform the consumers about it and its 
advantages 



+ Social Marketing 4 P’s 
 Partnerships 

 The other organisations groups and communities and networks that 
have similar goals and identify ways to work together 

 Policy 
 Environments also have to be changes to encourage, support and 

sustain change in the long run. Media Advocacy programmes can be 
an effective complement to social marketing to influence policy 
development. 

 Purse Strings 
 The funders and their attitudes and any restrictions imposed by the 

use of funds form any source need to be considered in the 

development of social marketing programmes.  

 Publics  
 Social market workers often have many audiences to address. 

Publics refers to both external and internal groups. External Publics 
include target audience, secondary audiences , policy makers and 
gatekeepers, Internal audiences are those who approve or 
implement the programme. 



(CN) Consumer Needs + (MR) Mutual 

Responsibility = (E) Exchange  

 Mutual respect involves a mind set 

change and the application of 

community development and 

participation methodology alongside 

social marketing approaches 

Social Justice Marketing 

CN+MR=E 

 



The new paradigm 

Push     Pull 

Supply     Demand  

Negative    Positive 

Disease     Health 

Fear     Control 

Adult - Child    Adult - Adult 

Selling      Satisfying 

Transitory    Sustained 

Deficit     Asset 

Stop     Do 

Professional led    Market led 

General     Specific 

Transactional    Relational 

 

 
OLD campaign paradigm      NEW social marketing paradigm    



Exercise   

 In a group of four on one side of A4 

drawing on what we have discussed today 

and set out : 

  what you think are the 

 Key Characteristics that should be evident in the 

new social marketing approach 

 The principles that should drive the strategy 

 What success would look and feel like 

 



Key Concepts: Lessons from thirty 

years of social marketing in health  

1. Understand the context 

2. Comprehensiveness 

3. Thresh-hold exposure 

4. Clarity about goals 

5. Voluntary exchange 

6. The basics of social marketing 

7. Use the 8 Ps of Social Marketing 

 Price, Product, Place, Promotion,  

 Partnership, Politics, Purse strings  and 
Publics 



Understand the context 

 Need to address social marketing issues 
at all levels 

 Individual, Institutional, Community, Regional, 
National, International 

 Need to make these levels of intervention 
mutually supportive and complementary 

 Can you think of examples of what 
happens when different levels send 
different messages? 



Market Research 

 Formative and Process research to know the 
consumers and refine concepts, messages, 
products, services, pricing and distribution 
channels. 

 It is better and cheaper to avoid disasters than 
to measure them 

 Research and outcome monitoring is used to 
inform  

 what worked,  

 what needs improving  

 whether the program has been worth the cost 



Market Research 

 Typically 10% of the total budget is spent on 
market research 

 Without good market research interventions 
will not be effective 

 Market research during and at the end of 
interventions is essential if successful 
interventions are to be delivered and 
assessments made about how effective 
interventions have been. 

 How much are you spending on market 
research for health? 

 



Summary 

 Social Marketing is a key tool for all health 

Leaders because influencing politicians, 

funders, staff, users and the public are all 

key components of an effective health 

leaders role 

 Social marketing is a set of concepts and 

tools that can assist in both discovering 

needs and helping to meet them 



National case study 

 Research shows dietary trends are leading to 

increased obesity some of the factors are: 

 Traditionally high fat foods have been valued 

 Children are exposed to junk food advertising 

 Fruit and vegetables are seen as old fashioned. 

 Work in teams of five each with a leader. 

 You are asked to develop a social marketing 

strategy to counter this trend and increase 

the value placed on healthy eating.  

 

 



National case study 

 Your team should  

 Clarify your goals for social marketing in this field 

 Propose an initial market segmentation 

 Commission market research 

 (You may tell us what you discover) 

 Set realistic targets based on your research 

 Plan an integrated campaign of action 

 What will be the main elements of the campaign 

 How will you coordinate action at all levels 

 Propose a realistic budget for your social 

marketing plan 



National case study report 
Use the framework of the 8 Ps of social 

marketing to explain how you will address 
 Price 

 Product  

 Place  

 Promotion 

 Partnership 

 Politics 

 Purse strings 

 Publics  

 

 



Case study feedback 

 Leaders of the exercise should report 
 What did you find easy and difficult? 

 What did you do well and not so well? 

 Team members should also report 
 Did your leader get the best out of your team? 

 What would you have done differently? 

 What have you learnt about leading social 

marketing ? 
 

 



Thoughts on leading social marketing 

 Leading social marketing requires: 

 Listening and understanding 

 Working with what is politically possible 

 Encouragement for innovative ideas  

 Keeping the team together 

 Leaders should not impose an “expert view” or 

try to devise detailed advertising campaigns but  

 Pick up good ideas 

 Check that the team has covered the whole topic 

 Ensure they have a systematic approach 

 

 



Social marketing for health  

Local Case Study  
 A national campaign will ask people to stop drinking 

before a “good friend becomes a bad enemy” The 
idea is to encourage people to know when to stop 
with the message “before you start if you are 
driving” and “before it is too late” if you are not. 

 The campaign will take a positive and humorous 
view of social drinking, stressing that at the right 
time in the right place having a drink is a social 
activity the idea is to encourage reasonable limits. 

 This is based on research that shows few people 
think that “alcohol problem” campaigns are relevant 
to them. It is targeted at social drinkers and is 
intended to enable people to tell their friends and 
customers when they should stop 

 



Social marketing for health  

Local Case Study  
 A national TV campaign is planned and 

marketing materials – beer mats, tee shirts, 

posters, table top stop signs and other 

materials will be available. National celebrities 

will tour the country and meet local groups  

 At national level agreement has been reached 

with the association of alcohol producers and 

representatives of bars and clubs. 

 The campaign will be backed by police action 

to fine the owners of premises if excessive 

drinking is not controlled 

 

 



Building Community Leadership for 

Health Local Case Study Part 1 

 Work in teams of three with a leader 

 You are asked to plan and organise a 

programme. 

 Hold your first planning meeting 

 Agree on goals and targets for the programme 

 Develop a communication plan 

 Plan the creation of a local action group 



Building Community Leadership for 

Health Local Case Study Part 2 

 The first meeting of the local action group 

involving local leaders, employers,  football stars, 

owners of bars drinking places and others –you 

decide and role play these members. 

 Describe the aims of the programme to encourage 

them to become involved. 

 Discuss local problems with excess drinking and 

local targets for action 

 Ask for their ideas and discuss how they can help. 

 Agree on a plan of events and action 

 



Case study report 

 

 

 

 Describe how you planned to establish a 

community action group on the theme of 

responsible drinking. 

 Describe the action plan that you agreed at 

the meeting with community participants. 



Case study feedback 
 For leaders 

 How is the leadership of a community group 
different from leading a Public Health Team? 

 How would you establish group leadership? 

 What went well and not so well in your group? 

 For team members 

 Did the group establish a common goal? 

 What did the leader do well and not so well? 

 For role players 

 Were your views taken into account? 

 Did you feel ownership of the plan? 

 

 

 



Reflections and Feedback 

 What are the most important lessons you 

take from today? 

 What will you do differently? 

 Did the session help develop a common 

approach to social marketing for health? 

 What worked well what not so well ? 

 What would you like to change in the 

training day when you run it? 

 



Session Contributor Professor Jeff French 

 Dr Jeff French holds a doctorate for his work on 
management in public health 

 Director of Policy and Communications of the 
UK Health Development Agency  

 Visiting Fellow Kings College London 
University lectures on social marketing for 
health at 4 universities 

 20 years experience as Public Health 
Specialist and General Manager in the NHS 

 Author of over 40 articles on health promotion 
and public health  including “Components of a 
successful media campaign” available from 

 j.french@ncc.org.uk 
 Additional material from Graham Lister 

 


